
Phonogram Word Cards 

The following lesson sets use this resource: 

• Introducing Phonograms

• Reviewing Phonograms

• Reading Words with Phonograms

• Practice Games

This document contains the Phonogram Word Cards to use with the Reading Words with Phonograms Routine in the 

Foundational Reading Lesson Set. A list of these words in a smaller font is contained in the Phonogram Word List. The 

cards are organized according to their frequencies on the Phonogram Word List. The word list begins with the most 

frequent phonograms, so these cards can be taught in order from the first set to the last.   

These phonogram word cards are designed to be used in combination with the Lesson Guides for the Foundational 

Reading Lesson Set. Within each phonogram's list, the words on the cards are organized first by whether the 

phonogram occurs at the end of the word. This list only contains 1 syllable words because of the number of words 

and resulting length of the list. Additional words with 2-3 syllables are included on the Phonogram Word List. The 

words in each group are ordered by the number of phonemes they contain. 

The word cards can be used for lessons as is, or you can use them to create your own lists of words. These words 

were selected based on a sound-spelling frequency analysis by Devin Kearns (devin.kearns@gmail.com). The Lesson 

Guides were designed by Marcia Ferreira and Devin Kearns.  
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Phonogram en = /ĕn/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram at the end (9) 

then den ten hen

pen men been when

glen



Phonogram en = /ĕn/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram not at the end (40) 

end bent scent pens

ends men's fence mend

tent lend dent rent

tense lent cent wrench

lens bench hens sent

send bend tend tenth



 

 

sense went wrenched spent 

quench spend French fenced 

sends cents bends sensed 

tents drenched clenched spends 

 



 

 

Phonogram an = /ăn/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram at the end (13) 

an than fan tan 

man ran pan can 

van span gran bran 

plan 

   

 

  



Phonogram an = /ăn/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram not at the end (35) 

and ant land can't

hand ranch fans cans

dance sand chance band

ants pans sands glance

hands plant grand danced

branch plans lands slant



grant pants brand France

bands stand plants stands

glanced strand strands



Phonogram ip = /ĭp/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram at the end (18) 

dip sip hip chip

zip ship pip rip

tip lip slip trip

skip drip grip clip

flip strip



Phonogram ip = /ĭp/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram not at the end (24) 

tipped ripped dips sipped

ships chips dipped tips

ship's hips lips skipped

clipped tripped gripped drips

dripped trips slipped slips

flipped clips strips stripped





Phonogram in = /ĭn/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram at the end (13) 

in tin bin pin

kin thin chin win

fin twin skin grin

spin



Phonogram in = /ĭn/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram not at the end (22) 

inch pinch bins rinse

wind inched pins hint

mint fins since wins

print prince twins pinched

fringe skins spins glint

hints prints





Phonogram um = /ŭm/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram at the end (7) 

chum hum mum sum

gum plum drum



Phonogram um = /ŭm/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram not at the end (28) 

dump bump lump hummed

gums jump thump pump

stump bumps dumps

bumped dumped plump lumps

plums pumped clump

jumped thumped jumps pumps



drums slumped clumps stumps



 

 

Phonogram ap = /ăp/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram at the end (16) 

lap nap sap map 

chap cap tap gap 

wrap clap flap snap 

trap slap scrap strap 

 

  



 

 

Phonogram ap = /ăp/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram not at the end (19) 

rapped wrapped maps laps 

tapped taps lapped caps 

trapped flaps snaps slapped 

clapped traps flapped snapped 

strapped straps scraps 

 

 



 

 

Phonogram ack = /ăk/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram at the end (16) 

jack rack tack lack 

sack pack shack back 

slack track smack stack 

crack snack black quack 

 

  



 

 

Phonogram ack = /ăk/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram not at the end (16) 

packs backs backed shacks 

jacks packed sacks racks 

tacked slacks snacks tracks 

stacks stacked cracks cracked 

 



 

 

Phonogram am = /ăm/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram at the end (12) 

am cam sham ham 

dam jam yam ram 

gram clam slam swam 

 

  



 

 

Phonogram am = /ăm/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram not at the end (19) 

dams rammed jammed camp 

lamp jams damp ramp 

yams clams camped slammed 

lamps camps stamp clamped 

stamped cramped stamps 

 

 



 

 

Phonogram ain = /ān/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram at the end (13) 

pain chain gain rain 

vain main plain drain 

grain brain Spain train 

strain 

   

 

  



 

 

Phonogram ain = /ān/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram not at the end (17) 

chains pains paint rains 

gained faint rained plains 

trained stained grains brains 

drained paints trains stains 

strained 

   

 



 

 

Phonogram op = /ŏp/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram at the end (11) 

chop shop mop pop 

hop top plop flop 

crop stop drop 

 

 

  



 

 

Phonogram op = /ŏp/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram not at the end (18) 

mopped tops hops shops 

popped pops chopped cops 

chops topped hopped stops 

crops stopped drops flopped 

dropped propped 

  

 



 

 

Phonogram ail = /āl/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram at the end (13) 

pail nail fail rail 

sail tail hail mail 

jail quail snail frail 

trail 

   

 

  



 

 

Phonogram ail = /āl/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram not at the end (16) 

hailed nails sails nailed 

mailed wailed fails failed 

tails rails pails sailed 

trails trailed snails snail's 

 



 

 

Phonogram ill = /ĭl/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram at the end (16) 

ill chill till sill 

bill pill mill hill 

fill will shrill drill 

skill thrill still spill 

 

  



 

 

Phonogram ill = /ĭl/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram not at the end (12) 

filled bills hills pills 

wills fills chilled mills 

spilled spills quills skills 

 



 

 

Phonogram ick = /ĭk/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram at the end (15) 

chick sick kick lick 

nick tick wick pick 

thick click quick brick 

slick stick trick 

 

 

  



 

 

Phonogram ick = /ĭk/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram not at the end (13) 

kicked licked picked ticked 

chicks picks kicks sticks 

flicked tricks tricked clicked 

bricks 

   

 



 

 

Phonogram ake = /āk/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram at the end (14) 

rake fake wake take 

bake lake sake shake 

cake make snake stake 

brake drake 

  

 

  



 

 

Phonogram ake = /āk/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram not at the end (12) 

wakes shakes lakes baked 

raked waked cakes makes 

takes snakes flakes brakes 

 



 

 

Phonogram ear = /ĭər/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram at the end (11) 

ear tear dear near 

rear hear fear year 

gear clear spear 

 

 

  



 

 

Phonogram ear = /ĭər/ 1-syllable words--Phonogram not at the end (14) 

ears tears shears fears 

gears feared neared years 

year's hears beard reared 

cleared spears 
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